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Automatic Programming of Cellular Automata
and Artificial Neural Networks Guided by
Philosophy
Patrik Christen and Olivier Del Fabbro
AbstractMany computer models such as cellular automata and artificial neural net-
works have been developed and successfully applied. However, in some cases these
models might be restrictive on the possible solutions or their solutions might be
difficult to interpret. Towards overcoming this problem, we outline a new approach,
the so called allagmatic method, that automatically programs and executes models
with as little limitations as possible while maintaining human interpretability. We
earlier described a metamodel and its building blocks according to the philosoph-
ical concepts of structure (spatial dimension) and operation (temporal dimension).
They are entity, milieu, and update function that together abstractly describe cellular
automata, artificial neural networks, and possibly any kind of computer model. By
automatically combining these building blocks in an evolutionary computation, in-
terpretability might be increased by the relationship to the metamodel, and models
might be translated over the metamodel into more interpretable models. We propose
generic and object-oriented programming to implement the entities and their mi-
lieus as dynamic and generic arrays and the update function as a method. We show
two experiments where a simple cellular automaton and an artificial neural network
are automatically programmed, compiled, and executed. A target state is success-
fully evolved and learned in the cellular automaton and artificial neural network,
respectively.We conclude that the allagmatic method can create and execute cellular
automaton and artificial neural network models in an automated manner with the
guidance of philosophy.
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1 Introduction
Computer modelling has become an important approach in many scientific disci-
plines studying their respective systems. It allows to digitally experiment with the
modelled system and as such to explore and test possible explanations for its func-
tioning. This is especially important and useful for the understanding of complex
systems, where the system’s behaviour emerges from the interaction of local ele-
ments or agents. Most of the computer models that have been proposed so far have
their specific applications or type of problems they are best suitable for. E.g. cellular
automata are particularly suitable for simulating complex behaviour in general [1]
and development and growth processes in particular as they occur in materials [2]
and biology [3]. Due to their capability to model complex behaviour in general,
cellular automata have been also applied in many other and very different fields, e.g.
theoretical biology [4], medicine [5, 6] and quantum mechanics [7]. Agent-based
models, on the other hand, are currently mostly used in the social sciences studying
the behaviour of agents such as pedestrians moving in a subway station [8]. With the
availability of large training data sets and computing power, artificial neural networks
and other artificial intelligence methods are widely used today in many applications
ranging from skin cancer classification [9] to solving the quantum many-body prob-
lem [10]. Although current artificial intelligencemethods seem to be general enough
to apply them to many applications, they are still limited to certain problems and
impose requirements on the available data and the interpretability of the solutions.
Evolutionary algorithms are another type of models that were successfully used for
problems where the data might be incomplete, or an optimisation with multiple ob-
jectives is required [11]. They have been also suitable for finding model parameters
in combination with other computer models [12]. This indicates that there are spe-
cific computermodels for certain problems and applications rather than a metamodel
that could tackle every problem and could be used in every application without any
limitations. It also means that by choosing a particular computer model we might
limit the possible solutions and their interpretability. E.g. if a cellular automaton is
used, the solution will be represented by the way the cellular states are updated over
time with a transition function. If an artificial neural network is used, the solution
will be represented by the weights that are generally difficult if not impossible to
interpret. This is referred to as the interpretability problem of current artificial in-
telligence methods and is especially critical in applications such as in medicine. It
seems, however, that these methods are capable to search a large solution space and
due to that can come up with creative solutions.Models providingmore interpretable
solutions, in contrast, seem to have a smaller solution space limited by the model
itself. An alternative way to choose models or to build them is therefore proposed in
the present study attempting to overcome these restrictions on the possible solutions
and their interpretation.
We argue that one such alternative way could be automatic programming of
computer models based on a metamodel where as little limitations as possible are
imposed on the model creation. The input data would guide the concretisation
of a suitable model from the metamodel. Possible solutions or models could be
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programmed from certain code blocks that are meaningful to humans and combined
together in an evolutionary computation. In the extreme case, that is without any
limitations, program code would be written automatically by choosing symbols that
are valid in the respective programming language and then models would evolve
based on choosing and putting together these symbols to create program code.
One can imagine that this would produce program code that would almost always
fail compiling. And even if it would compile, it is still hard to imagine that this
would produce program code readable and thus interpretable for humans. Instead
of allowing any valid symbol, one might limit the choice to certain model building
blocks that can be chosen, adapted, and combined in an evolutionary computation.
If, in addition, these model building blocks are defined in such a way that they
are meaningful to humans, the evolutionary computation would potentially be able
to come up with novel solutions or models that produce solutions interpretable to
humans with restrictions only imposed by the input data.
However, this is a large problem in which, in a first step, the questions of how
to define model building blocks for automatic programming of computer models
and how to implement and combine them in a running computer program need to
be addressed. The first question has been recently addressed in detail in another
study by the authors [13]. The main purpose of the present study is to answer the
second question based on philosophical concepts and model building blocks from
the previous study. Philosophers have thought for centuries about the structure and
behaviour of objects and phenomena of many kinds. We proposed in the earlier
study to proceed in the same way, particularly by using the concepts developed by
the French Philosopher Gilbert Simondon. Via paradigms and schemes borrowed
from cybernetics [14, 15], his philosophy describes and explores the functioning
of what one might call today complex systems, especially technical objects such as
engines and crystallisation processes [16, 17]. Therefore, his method seems closely
related to computer modelling of complex systems that wants to achieve the same.
With a slight deviation in the usage of these concepts, we built Simondon’s concepts
directly into the functioning of a metamodel for complex systems, such that it uses
philosophical concepts as guideline for computation. In this sense, one could speak
of philosophical computation. The specific aims of this study are therefore to propose
an approachhow the previouslydefinedmodel building blocks could be implemented
and combined into computer models and to provide first experiments automatically
programming cellular automata and artificial neural networks from the metamodel.
2 The Metamodel
In this section we describe the metamodel and its model building blocks as devel-
oped in the earlier study [13]. These building blocks were developed according to
the philosophical concepts structure, operation, system and metastable system as
described and defined by Simondon [16]. It can be regarded as a metamodel for
complex systems.
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2.1 Structure as Spatial Dimension
Structure represents the spatial dimension of the system, e.g. agents, cells, nodes,
lattices, or grids. In this configuration, no processes and no dynamics are active.
Structure represents the topological configuration of the system in its most basic
arrangement.
2.2 Operation as Temporal Dimension
Operation represents the system’s temporal dimension. It considers the behaviour of
the system, e.g. it looks at how cells, agents, or nodes control and affect each other
reciprocally. Moreover, on a more fundamental level it also describes how structures
dilate topologically over time, e.g. how single cells, agents or nodes are initially
formed. Similar to drawing a straight line on a piece of paper, the spatial dimension
of the line is formed at the same time as the temporal operation of drawing is moving
on [16]. In summary, operation defines how agents are generated temporally and
once formed, how they behave in their specific environment.
2.3 System and Metastable System
However, in reality, no system is composed by operations or structures alone, that is
to say every system has a topological and a temporal dimension. Hence, a system is
defined by the product of structure and operation, without any concrete parametri-
sation. Once parametrisation begins, structure and operation find themselves in a
so called metastable system. This means that in metastability more and more pa-
rameters such as initial conditions of the parameter states and the dynamics of the
modelled system are defined in order to have a computable model. In this sense,
metastability represents a transition regime, which is at the same time partly virtual
and actual. Hence, at first, structure and operation are defined in a virtual regime,
while including more and more parameters, such as initial conditions and dynamic
update functions, the model itself becomes more and more concrete, e.g. computes
in actuality (Fig. 1).
2.4 Model Building Blocks
These philosophical concept were built into model building blocks of a generic
computer model that are fundamental to every computer model. They are therefore
independent from the concrete models such as cellular automata and artificial neural
networks and can be regarded as components of the metamodel.
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Fig. 1 Philosophical concepts as proposed by the French PhilosopherGilbert Simondon and applied
to meta-modelling for complex systems
On an abstract level, computer models have at least one structure and at least one
operation that are described in a so called virtual regime. The virtual regime can be
regarded as abstract descriptions of the spatial and temporal dimensions of a model
(Fig. 1).
Formally, structure has been described by a p-tuple e of p basic entities such as
cells, nodes, agents, or elements forming a topology such as a lattice, grid, or network.
The environment, neighbourhood, or milieu of an entity describing its interaction
with neighbouring entities is defined in a q-tuple mi consisting of q neighbouring
entities for the i-th entity ei in e. The milieus of all entities in e can furthermore be
described by the matrixM, which is structured as an adjacency matrix [18].
Operation, on the other hand, can be described with an update function
φ : sq+1 → s. (1)
where the states of each entity ei are updated over time. An entity can have a certain
state, ei ∈ s, where s defines the set of possible states. The new state of an entity
e
(t+1)
i
at the next time step t + 1 is determined based on the states of the entity e(t)
i
itself at the current time step t and the states of the neighbouring entities in m(t)
i
at
the current time step t.
The model building blocks entity, milieu, and update function are the basic
components of the metamodel. They were describe formally and on an abstract level.
As they represent structure and operation, confining them can form a system, which
can be interpreted as a model. If actual parameters are fed to the system, a metastable
system is created that is capable of acting in the actual regime. It is the initialisation
of the model with given parameters (φ,M, e(t=0), s) while the execution of the model
afterwards occurs in the actual regime (Fig. 1).
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A third interjacent regime of metastability divides the virtual and actual regimes
by modulation and demodulation. Through the superposition of structure and oper-
ation, the metastable system forms and then modulates the actual system with actual
parameters. Demodulation, on the other hand, tries to recreate the system’s structure
and operation from the actual system (Fig. 1).
3 The Automatic Implementation
The philosophical concepts of structure, operation, system and metastable system
need to be represented in program code tomake automatically generated programs of
computer models possible. The developed model building blocks entity, milieu, and
update function describing the metamodel on an abstract level are in the following
used to automatically map and implement the philosophical concepts into program
code.
3.1 Representation
Structure and therefore the entity tuple eand themilieumatrixM arewell represented
with arrays or similar data containers. Generic programming is used to generically
define their data type and dynamic array containers are used to define their size
dynamically. With that, the metamodel is independent of the type as well as the size
of input data provided by the system to be modelled. It allows to create a metastable
system that can be concretised in terms of data type and size with feeding actual
parameters into it forming the actual system. We used the vector template in
C++ for the present implementation but other dynamic array containers such as the
ArrayList class in Java would also be possible to use.
Operation and therefore the update function φ describes the temporal dimension
defining how the entities e(t) at time point t change their states to the next time point
e(t+1) at t + 1 based on their current states e(t) and the states of the entities in their
respective milieu as described in M. Mathematical functions can be represented by
functions andmethods in procedural and object-oriented programming, respectively.
Abstract methods could be used to define these methods in the metamodel or classes
for specific implementations could be used. We implemented specific classes for
cellular automaton and artificial neural network models in the present implemen-
tation for simplicity reasons. The parameters are defined in a generic and dynamic
way given by the structure implementation. The method body, on the other hand, is
specific to the application and therefore is implemented in the specific classes that
can be used by the metamodel to create concrete systems or models.
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3.2 Implementation
In the present study,we used an object-orientedprogramming language to implement
the first experiments with cellular automata and artificial neural networks. The
reason for this choice is twofold: first, classes allow the abstract and complementary
description of structure and operation in the virtual regime and objects allow to
describe the actual regime through instantiation. And second, they often provide
dynamic and generic types. C++ was used for the implementation, but any other
object-oriented programming language providing these features would have been
suitable as well.
The entity tuple e and the milieu matrixM were implemented with the vector
template as datamembers of a classSystem. e contains objects of the classEntity
with the member data state while M contains either Booleans to represent rela-
tionships only or floating point numbers to represent weighted relationships between
entities. The update function φ was implemented with a method in a specific class.
In these first experiments, the classes CA and ANN were created, each implementing
an updateFunction.
3.3 Automation
The present implementation allows to automatically program computer models by
specifying the actual parameters in different ways concretising entities and their
milieus as well as choosing φ from different classes. It is therefore possible to
provide all actual parameters and compute the structural and temporal evolution of
the system or to provide them only partially varying unknowns in an evolutionary
computation. In the present study, as a first step, we varied part of the update function
φ in an evolutionary computation in the cellular automaton and in a learning rule in
the artificial neural network to find a given state of the system.
Automatic programming was achieved through source code generation and writ-
ing it to a file followed by programmatically compiling and running the code using
system() in C++. The metamodel allows to create different models in the source
code generation where a string containing the source code is determined. Variables,
model building blocks, and specific update functions are encoded as separate string
variables concatenated by the main program. The advantage of having a metamodel
becomes apparent here because the different model building blocks are compatible
with each other independent from a specific model implementation and are therefore
more easily defined in this way of creating source code. In preliminary tests we also
used the Java Compiler API as well as running it based on the concept of reflection.
It led to a rather complicated programming and code prone to errors. In addition,
it is a time-consuming way to solve the present problem. We therefore favoured the
less complicated and much faster C++ implementation.
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3.4 Actualisation
We have seen that with the transition from the metastable to the actual regime,
actual parameters concretise more and more the actual system. Hereby, further
categorisations can be made, that is, on the one hand within structure, the number
of entities p and their possible set of states s and actual states e define in total the
initial conditions e(t=0). On the other hand, within operation, specific dynamic rules,
boundary conditions and the size of the milieu p define in total the update function
φ. If all these single parameters are known, then we have a complete actual system.
However, if there are certain unknowns, the actual system is incomplete. Therefore,
one is allowed to conclude that as soon as unknown parameters occur, demodulation
processes arise, in which structural and operational parameters are differentiated.
On the contrary, as we have seen above, if actual parameters are brought together,
modulation processes are at work, since structural and operational parameters are
more and more superimposed (Fig. 1).
Now, in order to search for these unknown parameters several steps have to be
made. First, a problem has to be defined, that is one or several unknown parameters
have to be defined as such,which then become the subject of inquiry. This also means
that while several actual parameters are unknown, several others are known. There-
fore, in a second step, new actual systems can be created bymodulation starting from
these known parameters and by giving the unknown parameters concrete values, e.g.
in an evolutionary computation with random value assignments. These modulation
processes are possible to automatically implement with the present approach. In the
main program, the given structures are declared and initialised and then used to
instantiate a respective System object via the constructor, which is the transition
from the virtual to the metastable regime. A first system is then created by setting the
asked parameter with a random value, which is the transition from the metastable to
the actual system. The updateFunctionmethod is afterwards repeated until the
system leads to acceptable results in the given iteration or a maximum number of
time steps is reached. In a third step, demodulation processes are needed in order to
check if the unknown parameters have been found. Thus, every time a certain num-
ber of time steps have been computed, the actual parameters of the newly obtained
system are disaggregated via demodulation. In a fourth step, the new parameters are
then analogically compared to the ones that are initially searched for, defined as the
initial problem. If there is no correlation or the result is not satisfying, certain values
within the initially unknown parameters are changed in order for further modula-
tion processes to be computed, which then are subdued again to demodulation and
analogy. As a result, if one is searching for certain unknowns, demodulation and
modulation processes are being computed interchangeably. The concept of analogy
is needed in order to evaluate if a system reveals an acceptable result and thus is able
to give an admissible explanation. This is achieved by calculating the analogy rate,
quantified as a number between 0 and 1, which is similar to the concepts of fitness in
evolutionary computation or loss function in artificial neural networks. The closer it
gets to 1, the more significative the new system is and the closer it is to the unknown
searched parameters. The search of these unknowns can be and is in the present work
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achieved with an evolutionary computation in a cellular automaton experiment and
with a perceptron learning rule in the artificial neural network experiment. However,
it is important to notice the difference that here the model is built together automati-
cally and from abstract concepts while usually the model is given and implemented
and executed manually.
4 The First Experiments
The basic building blocks of the metamodel are in the following concretised in a
cellular automaton and an artificial neural network.
4.1 Cellular Automaton
A cellular automaton consists of a discrete cellular state space L on which the
dynamics unfolds, a local value space Σ that defines the set of possible states of
an individual cell, boundary conditions, and a dynamic update rule φ defining the
dynamics and thus temporal behaviour [19]. In the present study, we considered a
two-state one-dimensional cellular automaton. It is made of cells that are all identical
and periodic boundary conditions were assumed [20]. In the one-dimensional case,
this boundary condition connects both ends of the lattice L together forming a ring.
A Boolean state was furthermore used where the cell c at position i in L can have
one of two possible states, ci ∈ Σ = {0, 1}. Each cell at time point t is updated by a
dynamic update function or local transition function
c
(t+1)
i
= φ(c
(t)
i−1, c
(t)
i
, c
(t)
i+1), (2)
dependingon its current state aswell as the states of its neighbouringcells. Therefore,
there are nΣ = 2 possible cell states and three input parameters, which leads to 23 = 8
possible update rules in a two-state cellular automatonwith a neighbourhooddefined
by the nearest neighbours.
Structure is therefore represented by the fact that there is a lattice of cells and
that spatially a further cell is situated in the next time generation at t + 1 below the
considered cells at t. Operation, on the other hand, is represented by the fact that
within the considered neighbourhood in the lattice, each cell is initially formed and
thereby directly linked to its adjacent cell as well as that these cells inform the state
of the cell that is situated below at t+1. Only in combination, structure and operation
are capable of forming a metastable system. This system can then be concretised into
an actual system or in this case a real computable cellular automaton, by inputing
actual parameters into the system.
In this first experiment, the system was given, and the dynamic rules were set
randomly to automatically generate systems or actual cellular automata with various
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update rules. The idea, therefore, is to generate actual systems and automatically
program them with various update rules until one of them produces a given target
output system. This target system was provided, and its specific values were assumed
to be the output of Wolfram’s rule 110 at t = 15 [21] while the update rule was
searched with an evolutionary computation assuming only one possible solution at a
time that is randomly assignedwithout any selection criterion.With φ(c(t)
i−1, c
(t)
i
, c
(t)
i+1),
rule 110 is the following update function:
φ(0, 0, 0) = 0,
φ(0, 0, 1) = 1,
φ(0, 1, 0) = 1,
φ(0, 1, 1) = 1,
φ(1, 0, 0) = 0,
φ(1, 0, 1) = 1,
φ(1, 1, 0) = 1,
φ(1, 1, 1) = 0.
(3)
Starting with the actual initial configuration of
e(t=0) = 0000000000000001000000000000000, (4)
the output is
etarget = 1101011001111101000000000000000, (5)
Although the used cellular automaton model is very simple, rule 110 is showing
exceptional and interesting behaviour that is complex and might be regarded as at
the edge of order and chaos [22]. It is even computationally universal, that is, it is
capable of running any given program or algorithm [23].
In a system where the structural parameters, that is the number of entities p and
their actual states e are known, the defined problem is to search for the operational
parameters, that is, a specific dynamic rule.
Structures were implemented of type Boolean representing two states Σ = {0, 1}
and 31 entities were modelled. Operation was implemented as a truth table of
three input parameters representing the nearest neighbours determining one output
according to the specified dynamic rules.
The experiment has been repeated several times, in any case revealingWolfram’s
rule 110 as a solution after less than 1000 attempts of building and automatically
programming an actual system with randomly generated dynamic rules.
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4.2 Artificial Neural Network
This model consists of a network of artificial neurons called perceptrons, where
typically input neurons are fed with data and connected with middle or hidden layers
of neurons, which again are connected to other hidden layers before finally being
connected to the output neurons that provide the result. Each perceptron j consists of
an input function inj that calculates aweighted sum of its incoming activation signals
ai from perceptrons i. The value of the input function is then used in the activation
function g to calculate the outgoing activation signal aj of the perceptron j. The
output or result of an artificial neural network is thus calculated by calculating the
activation of each individual perceptron from layer to layer until the output neuron
is reached. This type of network is called multilayer feedforward artificial neural
network. The weights of the networks are then adjusted through a learning rule.
In our experiment, we automatically programmed a multilayer feedforward arti-
ficial neural network based on the metamodel with entities, milieus, and an update
function. A neuron or perceptron is represented by an object of the class Entity
and themilieus by the adjacencymatrixM also storing theweights. The entities tuple
e therefore contains all the perceptronswith their current states and themilieu matrix
the neighbourhood or topology of the network. Comparable to the cellular automa-
ton experiment, we used the same target system etarget and 15 layers with each 31
perceptrons. The update function consists of an input function inj and an activation
function g calculating the activation signal aj = g(inj ). In the input function
inj =
n∑
i=0
ωi, j · ai, (6)
the incoming activation signals ai of neuron j are weighted through a respective
weight ωi, j and summed up together. The action function was defined as a threshold
function
g(inj ) =
{
0 if 0.5 > inj
1 if inj ≥ 0.5
(7)
and the perceptron learning rule
ωi, j ← ωi, j + r(y − aj )ai (8)
was used, where r is the learning rate, y the target or desired activation signal, aj
the current outgoing activation signal, and ai the current incoming activation signals
[24]. It is implemented as a method in the ANN class.
Also here, the experiment has been repeated several times, generally requiring
less than 100 000 attempts of building and automatically programming an actual
system. The exact solution was not found in any of the tested cases but a match of
approximately 90% was achieved.
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5 Discussion
The aim of the present study was to make use of a previously defined metamodel of
complex systems for automatic programming of computer models and to generate
and automatically program cellular automata and artificial neural networks. Model
building blocks of a metamodel were defined based on the concepts of structure and
operation in a previous study [13]. It might not be surprising that structure is formally
describedwithmathematical tuples and has thus been implementedwith somekind of
array or list data structure. Philosophy, however, allows novel and creative guidance.
Hence, the philosophical concepts borrowed from Simondon imply a system that
consists of some local elements with connections to each other. On this basis,
we defined the model building blocks entity and milieu. In line with this, from a
temporal perspective, structure is changing in size and the entity’s states can be of
different types. Therefore, the data structure has to be implemented dynamically and
generically. Also, due to the philosophical definition of operation, it is not surprising
to formally describe it with a mathematical function and thus implement it with a
method. Here, the usefulness of philosophy is to allow operation to change structure.
According to the two philosophical concepts of structure and operation, a system
is created by superimposing them. It is important to highlight that structure and
operation are always interconnected. While structure provides the spatial dimension
for the operation to occur, operation, on the other hand, forms the evolving structure
and thus defines the connections between the entities. Hence, input and output
parameters of the update function have to be implemented and defined, which is
part of the model building block operation. This function is application specific,
that is, it represents the functioning of the concrete system. Hence, philosophical
concepts such as structure and operation can guide the definition of a metamodel for
complex systems. Due to their abstractness they suggest generic and object-oriented
programming for its implementation in the virtual regime.
Furthermore, starting from the abstract definition of model building blocks, more
concrete models are formed in a metastable state. Hereby, philosophy provides a
framework on how to concretise the abstract model building blocks into a concrete
computer model. Actual parameters are fed into the metastable system. These actual
parameters are the initial conditions and an update function, which in turn inform
the metastable system. This guides again the implementation by using the actual
parameters to initialise a System object, which then represents the metastable
system.
Since structure and operation are complementary interrelated, it is important to
emphasise that in the virtual regime, structure and operation have neither a cate-
gorical nor a hierarchical relationship. Therefore, every structure is operated, and
every operation is structured. While actual parameters are being fed into the system,
thereby transitioning from the virtual to the metastable regime, the virtual regime’s
parameters are not being altered. Hence, it is the starting point in order to cre-
ate, within the metastable regime, constantly new actual models. By accepting the
virtual regime as underlying governor, computation itself wanders constantly from
the metastable to the actual regime producing new systems, new models. This also
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means that modelling itself happens only within the field of actual parameters. It
is not re-entering the virtual regime of abstractness. Spoken philosophically: the
starting point as much as the result of every computation is always a model or some
kind of image. Even, if a majority of actual parameters are unknown, it should be
possible to compute different possible outcomes, simply by giving the unknowns
random values, e.g. in an evolutionary computation.
Due to the complementary relation of structure and operation and its unfolding
in metastability, computation of actual systems is not reduced to the meta-level of
the virtual regime. Our purpose was to create a method, which is able to create
positively models. In this sense, our method can been seen rather as a tool than a
theory. We call this method allagmatic method, due to its relatedness to Simondon’s
work [16]. For Simondon structure and operation are generic concepts, which are
able to describe all sorts of systems in reality. Allagmatic is derived from the Greek
verb allatein, meaning change, transition, or transformation. Hence, structure and
operation are not only complementary, they also influence each other reciprocally.
On the basis of this relationship, between abstract and concrete computation, the
allagmatic method is highly adaptable. That is, since the virtual regime is, except
from its spatial and temporal constitution, not fixed to any specific type of model
or image, it can potentially undermine all types of computer models. As we have
shown, the metastable regime allows to produce different types of models, such as
cellular automata and artificial neural networks, if not also novel kinds of models
yet undiscovered.
However, with the immense adaptive behaviour comes also a high degree of free-
dom, which has to be controlled in order to use the allagmatic method in a pragmatic
way. This control is achieved by defining initial values based on the problem to
be solved. Yet, since computation is always happening within the metastable and
actual regime, that is the actualisation of parameters, three problems can occur: a)
looking for a totally incomplete system, i.e. all parameters are unknown, b) looking
for a semi-complete system, i.e. certain parameters are unknown and certain are
known, and c) looking for a totally complete actual system, i.e. all parameters are
fully known. Even if at first sight a problem of kind a) seems meaningless, it might
be fruitful if one considers the possibility of the allagmatic method to create totally
new types of models. Here, it would be possible to explore the possible unfolding
of the computational universe [21]. A problem of type b) was the initial scenario
of the presented experiments and not only could it be widened by increasing the
number of unknowns, it could also be modelled by a different kind of model such as
an agent-based model. Problems of type c), where all parameters are fully known,
can be looked at as being subdued to possible predictions. Starting from fully known
parameters, future possible outcomes can be computed and evaluated. Notice that
it is also possible for problems to transmute, that is, if starting from a problem b)
by knowing only certain parameters and with the help of computation the unknown
parameters are found, one ends up at the situation of problem c) where all parameters
are known and where from now on predictions of the behaviour of the system can
be made.
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We also provide first examples of formal descriptions as well as automatic im-
plementations of a two-state one-dimensional cellular automaton and a multilayer
feedforward artificial neural network using the allagmatic method. What is usually
defined as a cellular automaton cell is built from the abstract entity model building
block. These cells form a lattice, which is determined by the milieu of each entity.
Typically, this lattice would be implemented with an array and the milieu would not
be stored for each cell as this is always defined by the neighbours and thus given
from the lattice structure in a cellular automaton. Here it becomes thus evident that
the traditional way of implementing a specific model is more efficient but at the same
time it is also more restrictive with respect to the topology of connections between
entities. Our approach does not have this limitation but comes with a less efficient
implementation. This is not an issue in the present study since the aim is to find a
way to build and automatically program computer models with as few limitations as
possible.
In addition to cellular automata and artificial neural networks, the metamodel
defined in the allagmatic method arguably also allows to build other computer
models such as agent-based models. Agent-based models are closely related to
cellular automata and as such have a similar structure and operation. Even more so,
they have agents and agent behaviours, which are well represented by the model
building blocks entity and update function. They also communicate with each other
from which the behaviour of the whole system emerges. This is well represented by
a model building block, the milieu and output of the update function. Maybe even
more importantly, the generality of the model building blocks possibly allows to
create novel computer models not known to us yet. The created models, therefore,
are not necessarily of one knownmodel type anymore, they might only show certain
features of them. They blur the line between distinct computer models and with
that are capable of producing novelty. These newly generated computer models are
in addition also possible to be interpreted by humans. They consist of the model
building blocks that can be related to the philosophical concepts, which provide a
description of the role of each model building block and how they are related to each
other.
6 Conclusion and Outlook
We conclude that automatic programming of computermodels can be well guided by
a previously developedmetamodel [13] that was informed by philosophical concepts
such as structure and operation, particularly on an abstract level. Other concepts such
as metastable system and actual parameters are also useful for building concrete
computer models and execute them. Both, the abstract and the concrete definitions
provide guidance for mathematically describing and automatically programming
computer models.
While we here provided exemplified descriptions and automatic programming
experiments of simple cellular automaton and artificial neural network models,
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further studies are needed to formalise and implement other models, especially
agent-based models and artificial intelligence methods. Due to the generality of the
building blocks in the metamodel of the allagmatic method, it is likely that the
formalisation and automatic programming of other models then cellular automata
and artificial neural networks are possible. This will allow to not only automatically
program existing and novel computer models, it will also create models that are
interpretable and thus understandable to humans. Such novel but still interpretable
computer models will finally help us to more deeply explore and better explain the
computational universe.
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